



Mapping Out Your Services: 

It’s crucial that when you 're selecting your services/offers, you always go back to the 
ideal client work! Your service/offer should be providing a solution to the problems/pain 
points of your ideal client. Use these questions to help gain clarity on your services/
offers. 


1. What are your ideal client' s top pain points, challenges, frustrations and problems?


2. What does your ideal client NEED?


3. What problems can you solve?


4. What is exciting for you to help your ideal client with?


5. How is your service/offer the solution?


6. How can you turn your solution into a service?


7. What is the length of this service?


8. What does the service include?


9. Who is this service for?


10. What are you covering/working on during the length of this service?


11. What results do you want your ideal client to have?




Pricing Your Services: 

The factor that matters most with your pricing is your energy around it. How you feel 
about your pricing is everything. You must feel well compensated for your work to 
attract the right clients. If you price too low, you will attract lower-energy clients (not 
committed, excuse oriented, draining), because the clients will always reflect your 
frequency. You are never doing a client a favour by under charging. When you don't 
feel well compensated, you’re not doing your best work and your client isn 't getting 
the best results they can. Period. At the same time, if you price your offers so high that 
it feels unattainable, you'll likely find that the clients aren 't showing up. The sweet spot 
is an amount that makes you feel well compensated, out of your comfort zone but 
attainable, and really really excited. This is where energetically, you'll be at your highest 
frequency, and attract soul mate clients. I always offer a pay in full option and payment 
plan option with my services. The payment plan works generally works out to be a few 
hundred more, which gives my ideal clients an incentive to pay in full. 


1. Quick! What number feels really awesome to be compensated at, based on the 
service/offer you just outlined? (Don 't overthink it!! Write down what comes to mind 
before your doubts/fears sets in)


2. What payment plan can you offer for your service/offer?


